HABIT 2

EARLY TO BED

What To Do
Enhance your bedtime routine with nourishing habits that wind you down. Land yourself in bed with
lights out by 10 p.m. If you have fatigue, dis-ease or immune issues and your nerves need more juice,
aim for a 9 p.m. bedtime. Wind your bedtime routine back by 15 minutes per week, or an hour per
month, until you get there. Even night owls thrive when they become morning doves.

Why You Want To
You want to start most of your tomorrows on a full tank of gas, energetically. If you go to bed after 10
p.m., you are spending tomorrow’s fuel today—meaning you’re running a deficit. By going to bed
earlier, you can rise earlier and witness the glory of dawn, bright-eyed and bushy-tailed. Would you
rather play your A game or just try to keep up?

How to Start
Reverse engineer a bedtime 15 minutes earlier in your schedule until you end up consistently well-rested. Use your phone timer to alert you when to kickstart into motion your “unplug, unwind, and
into-the-sack” routine. Your reward for the end of a day well lived is an effective feel-good wind-down
routine and well-deserved rest. When you hit the sack, relax your body and feel the sensa- tions of
physical and mental fatigue or agitation. Release. Unfurl. Welcome restoration and rest.
Our grandmothers were raised on this basic body wisdom: “Early to bed, early to rise makes a man
healthy, wealthy, and wise.” And, chances are, if you are statistically average, you may act like you’re
exempt. What is the price of not heeding our body’s fundamental resto- ration cycle?
As a culture, we have no idea how tired we really are. Our fatigue is ingrained into the fabric of our
physiology, and it slowly wreaks havoc on our immune system. Your immune systems job is to keep the
universe of you together, integrated, grounded, and strong. When you get honest with your cultural
overstimulation and over- whelm, which leads to your personal fatigue, you notice just how deep you’ve
fallen into the inadequate sleep pit of despair. More often than not, you’re in over your head.
In our modern times, we have the coolest high-tech connec- tion devices, but our body’s connection
device—our protection or immune system—is shredded. Autoimmune diseases are increasing and more
are being identified. I bet you know five people with one of the following diseases of broken down immune
function:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Rheumatoid arthritis (ra)
Hashimoto’s thyroiditis
Type 1 diabetes
Multiple sclerosis (ms)
Graves’ disease
Lupus
Fibromyalgia
Psoriasis
Inflammatory bowel disease (ibs)

The autoimmune list now includes over 80 diseases. Not good. Plus, 30% of American adults and 40%
of American children suffer from allergies, which is a less severe manifestation of an aberrant immune

Tips for Building Ojas Before Bed
(Pick and Choose)
*

After dinner, talk a walk. Enjoy relaxed, connected family time. Play a game or do household
chores that are slow- movement-oriented, like laundry or gardening. Schedule projects for
another time. Be done by 8 p.m.

*

Set a get-ready-for-bed alert on your phone.

*

Keep lights dim after dinner.

*

Eat dinner by candlelight once a week.

*

Watch the sky change.

*

If you have trouble sleeping soundly, stop using caffeine and alcohol. Switch to decaf, virgin
spritzers, and tea.

*

Wind your bedtime back by 15-minute increments per week until you’re getting eight hours of
sleep a night.

*

Set a curfew on some or all nights for turning off laptops, cell phones, televisions, tablets, and
whatever device gets invented next.

*

Meditate, do breathing practice or restorative yoga.

*

Take a bath or sit in a hot tub (preferably enzyme-treated).

*

Use calming essential oils like lavender and cedar- wood—dilute with a base oil of coconut,
sesame, or sunflower.

*

Journal about your day before bed.

*

Sit or lie in savasana for five minutes after your turn out the lights. Let your mind unwind and
brain activity become quiet before you fall asleep. If this doesn’t work, try a Yoga Nidra like the
one by Eleanor Brewer, you can find it on You Tube.

*

After travel or hosting visitors, get back to your routine.

response. When we talk about the immune system, we are also talking about body integrity. Integrity is
the state of being whole and undivided. When you have immune integrity, you are strong within
yourself against disease. You are your own united front. When you’re repeatedly tired, your inner troops
lose connection and identity, and fall apart.
Most kids and teens are tired. Most adults are exhausted. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control (cdc)
reports that insufficient sleep is a public health epidemic. Epidemic—meaning a widespread occurrence of a disease in a community. Overall, sleep duration appears to have decreased by 1.5–2 hours
per night, around 25%, during the second half of the 20th century. As a culture, we’re out of sync with
energy integrity, which disrupts our immune function.
Your sleep cycle is synchronized by the day/night or light/dark rhythms outside your body. When you
align to circadian rhythm, health ensues. When you develop abnormal circadian rhythms, you risk obesity, diabetes, depression, bipolar disorder, and sea- sonal affective disorder, to name a few proven
problems. When you don’t get enough sleep, you are also more likely to become a host for cancer.
When you’re playing with electricity after 10 p.m., you’re playing with fire.
Deep, consistent sleep after dusk until before the dawn is the nectar of your immune function. If you
burn the midnight oil con- sistently, you burn yourself out. The way Ayurveda explains it is that the
dominant energy between 10 p.m. and 2 a.m. is reigned over by the subtle metabolic energy of Pitta.
Before 10 p.m. is the slow anabolic replenishing energy of kapha. When you fall asleep before 10, you
get replenished.
This mellow, reflective energy of early evening builds and renews. If you’re attuned to the kapha
nature of this time of day, you’ll notice that the vibe is sweet, the conversation easy and fluid. You’ll
be in the reflective aspect of the cycle of consciousness, reviewing your day and your life. Attunement
becomes atonement. The atmosphere becomes more dense, our eyelids get heavy. If you are in sync, you
know it’s time for bed.

When you stay up after 10, you aggravate your inner housekeep- ing systems, which need good sleep
to function. If you’re a night owl, you make it harder for your body to clean house. Over time, this
overwhelms your immune system. In Ayurveda, we call worn down immune function low ojas.

Night Owls:
Beware of the Evil Second Wind
As the day comes to a close, you may be accustomed to overrid- ing your body’s quietening messages.
If you were raised in a house- hold of night owls who disregarded the circadian wind-down—that slow,
drowsy, cosmic, anabolic, Kapha shift in energy—you may not know it exists.
Yet, if you’ve ever gone camping, you can tap into this feel- ing. When the sun goes down, you
get drowsy and go to bed ear- lier. Have you noticed that without electricity you can feel your
sleepiness?
Many parents of younger children tap into the feeling when they dim the lights to read bedtime stories.
In winding their kids down, they feel their own fatigue. Now compare this to when you fire up the tube
or tablet after dinner. Ever notice that you felt tired when you started your screen time, but before you
know it, you get a second wind?
That is the evil second wind. If you’d gone to bed early, you’d have been asleep for it. This rising energy
is supposed to clean your inner body-house while you dream-travel the waves of the ethe- ric realm. But
if you press “next episode” on your remote or open the next email, your mind and spirit take in yet more
information instead of processing the day you just lived. This is the equivalent of helping yourself to
seconds when you are already full. Mental digestion and reflection are key to building ojas.
If you engage the second wind, you borrow
against your tomor- row and incur a deficit.
The deficit blows through your deep energy
stores, then moves through your immune
system. You
need to optimize your
biorhythms through listening and honoring
your body’s subtle messages. Pay particular
attention to the way your body communicates
end-of-the-day fatigue. During kapha time,
you should feel the impulse to let go and
unwind. If you don’t unwind, you’ll be keyed
up when you go to bed and your sleep will be
influenced by that energy. Like increases like.
Instead, feel the downward pull of gravity. When you surrender to nature’s body clock, which operates
your organs and systems, better health, true energy, and immune integrity come back into reach.
Research shows that when you go to bed late and don’t get enough sleep, you train your body to
produce cortisol around 8 p.m. This stimulating hormone prevents you from winding down. You wind up
in a negative feedback loop that leads to massive endo- crine disruption. “Elevations of evening cortisol
levels in chronic sleep loss are likely to promote the development of insulin resis- tance, a risk factor
for obesity and diabetes.”11 Furthermore, sleep loss increases appetite that goes beyond what you
need from the calories burned from staying up. It comes down to this: you need to wind down around

8 p.m. to experience deep sleep and deep fat burning, and to reset your endocrine system into
balance. And when you don’t to this, over time you mess with your endocrine system, which includes
the stress hormone cortisol, your thyroid- stimulating hormone (tsh), your growth hormone (gh).
During the second half of the 20th century, the incidence of obesity has nearly doubled, and this trend
is a mirror image of the decrease in self-reported sleep duration. The discovery of a profound alteration
in the neuroendocrine control of appetite in conditions of sleep loss is consis- tent with the
conclusions of several epidemiologic studies that revealed a negative association between self-reported
sleep duration and body mass index. Taken together, the current evidence suggests a possible role for
chronic sleep loss in the current epidemic of obesity.
If you’re averaging six to seven hours of sleep, it’s just flat out dangerous. According to those cdc
reports, short-changing our sleep over the long run leads to every disease, imbalance, and acci- dent
imaginable.13 Compound a sleep deficit night after night and you’re in for costly, undesired long-term
problems.

Understanding Ojas + Immune Integrity
Ojas is akin to the gel of our immune system. It’s our subtle refined energy. Ojas is an end product of
excellent digestion and superior tissue formation. As such, the quality of our ojas reflects our consciousness and our choices. Ojas creates and protects the func- tional communication between all the
cells and systems in our bodies. Integrity indicates coherence, shared identity, and uni- fication, as
well as stability, sturdiness, and durability. Cells per- form many duties, including bringing in the
groceries, taking out the trash, and talking to the neighbours, plus doing their specific job for their
particular bodily system. The more your cells are working as an intelligent, unified whole, the more you
experience excellent health and strong immunity.
While repetitively violating any of the 10 habits can destroy ojas, the fastest way is to stay up late. If
your habit is to burn the candle at both ends emptying your inbox or watching your favorite drama or
team, you will slowly destroy your ojas.
Here are common lifestyle factors that disintegrate ojas:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Being sleep-deficient
“Pushing through” fatigue instead of taking rest
Over-scheduling and overwhelm
Using caffeine, sugar, or chocolate (including dessert) to get a first, second, or third wind
Habitually worrying and stressing out
Eating haphazardly instead of on a regular schedule
Perpetuating unhealthy relationships
Lacking self-confidence and indulging in negative self-talk
Stagnation of bodily fluids from not enough daily movement
Shallow breathing
(Insert your current depletion pattern here.)

Once you’re aware of these factors, you can notice what you’re perpetuating. Then you can inject a
better habit sequence to put an end to the self-destruction.

Kaizen Your Bedtime to Build Ojas
The fastest way to build ojas is to dial in a peaceful, relaxing evening routine. If you ate an earlier, lighter
dinner, you are sailing steady. If you ate a late, heavy dinner, you missed the boat.
With a simpler, early dinner, you have time to be active before bed. You’ll settle your digestion, burn a
few calories, and enjoy being in your body. I like to finish off some light chores and then take a stroll with
my husband and our dogs.If you feel stuck in your life, if you feel like time is not your own, you need to
apply a kaizen approach to living in sync with your biorhythms.
What small habits will help you have the evenings you want? What will help you get the rest your
body needs? Take a moment and review your typical evening routine—the one you default to when
you don’t break your own pattern. That one.
What is working for you? What do you LOVE about it? Where is there room for improvement? Remember
the most basic rule of habit evolution—take a small bite and chew well. Swallow. Repeat.
Here is a small bite for an evening if you’re
feeling out of out of sync: right after you “close
the kitchen,” rest on the couch for two
minutes and relax into deeper, conscious
breathing. Exhale the exhaustion of the day.
Inhale refreshment. Drop into your body. If
you’d rather lie down and close your eyes for
a few minutes, do that. If you have fatigue, feel
and drop into it instead of pulling away.
Connect with your body. After two minutes,
visualize the rest of your evening based on
what your body wants and needs. This
two-minute check-in practice restructures your
evening with ease and flow. Maybe your
body wants a walk, or a bath, a hug, or just
sleep. See what you want in your inner eye
and you plant the seeds of future behavior.
If winding back your bedtime is difficult to do even in 15-minute increments, insert this body check-in
habit before or after dinner. Pick a conscious choice-point, such as after the dinner dishes are done and
you close your kitchen. You could use “kitchen closed” as your trigger. Then, insert your new habit.

Reverse Engineer Deep Sleep
The early-to-bed habit doesn’t start and end with bedtime. You should prepare yourself for better
quality rest, deep energy building, an easeful state of mind. By the end of the day, you have
accumulated experiences, emotions, thoughts, and ideas. Give yourself some time to turn your
attention inward, to process, and to wipe the slate clean before you rest. Combine this with an earlier,
lighter dinner and not snacking between meals, and you’ll experience the difference between waking
up at 2 a.m. with new project ideas and concerns versus sleeping peacefully through the night to wake
refreshed and energized.

Basically, you want to go to bed with a clear head. There are a few things you may do to wind down:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Eat an earlier, lighter dinner.
Be active, not sedentary, after dinner.
Rub essential oils on your feet.
Bathe or shower.
Meditate for 5 to 30 minutes.
Ah breaths.
Read a book instead of watching a screen.
Do a restorative yoga pose or two.
Journal about what you accomplished or what you’ve learned or are grateful for today,
or what you need to do to rectify any relationships or situations in your life.
When you lie down at night, mentally rehearse your next day with the habits you want to
strengthen.

If your mind is a muscle that you can strengthen, your subcon- scious mind is like a malleable, swampy
underworld that manip- ulates your thoughts, emotions, and habits. Use this to your advantage or
you may get sucked under by a monster. See in your mind’s eye the path you want your subconscious
to take the next day. Mentally rehearse when and how you’ll rise, start your day, what you’ll eat and
drink, what you’ll work on, when and how you will exercise and relax. This takes less than a minute and
embeds better neural pathways. When you are falling asleep and when you first wake up, your mind is
the most malleable—and so are your habit patterns. This tip aligns your life and neatens up the
murky underworld in the easiest, most effortless way.

Enhance Your Sleep Habits and Habitat
If you’re a light sleeper or you wake during the night, troubleshoot what is happening. If you are
chronically stressed, you need to train your nervous system to wind down. If it’s environmental, you can
fix that. Your bedroom is for sleeping. Is there too much light or sound? Are you disturbed by another
person? If you want your sleep to be serene, your sleep habitat should be serene. Like increases like.
Serenity increases serenity. Keep a clutter-free, stimulation-free room for sleep. Each morning, pick up
your room so it feels like a sleep sanctuary. If you’re having trouble sleeping, don’t read in bed. Train
yourself to just sleep in bed.
I use a black-out curtains, since I’m sensitive to light. If you’re sensitive to sound, try squirting a little
sesame oil on one side of a small cotton ball and inserting it into your ear, oily side first. This will bring
your awareness inward while calming your sensitivity and deadening sound.
Furthermore, you want to sleep in alignment. Just as at the end of a yoga practice you lie in savasana,
or corpse pose, to absorb your practice, start your sleep sojourn by lying flat on your back, with- out a
pillow, and simply absorb your day. Plant the mental path- ways in your subconscious for tomorrow.
Let the fatigue in your body and mind set in. Then, if you want to change positions, do so mindfully.
Lying on your side or back is best. If you are a side sleeper, put a pillow between your knees to align
your spine and hips. Stack your ankles. Use your pillow to keep your spine through your skull in a line.
If you lie on your back, slowly wean yourself from your pillow to avoid pushing your neck forward of
your spine. Take a small-step approach to changing your sleep position so that you don’t interrupt your
sleep.
If you’re prone to insomnia or interrupted sleep, employ a strat- egy. If I wake up in the middle of the
night, I’ll breathe deeply for a moment and then meditate lying on my back. A simple strategy, like

counting breaths and restarting at zero when your mind wan- ders, is an effective way to steer clear
of feeding the fire of men- tal stimulation. If you chant a mantra, repeat it silently. Allow your awareness
to take refuge in a calming practice and you’ll get some of the benefits of sleep. If insomnia is a repeated
pattern, wean
yourself from regular use of alcohol and caffeine. Switch to decaf and mineral water. Or make a tea
with hot water or golden milk (nut milk is fine), which is milk boiled with turmeric and other spices such
as ginger to help you digest the milk, and nutmeg to calm your nerves before you sleep. Add honey
as desired.

Tuning In with the “Ah” Breath
‘’Ah” is the most basic sound, the sound of the cosmos—emerging from the source and taking us back
to our source.14 It is the beginning of the three-part sound cycle of the cosmic Aum and the sound
of the divine in any language. It’s our vocalization of the big, wide, open of time and space. Try it and
notice what happens to your mouth. Say the name of your favour ite divinity and see if you can find the
long “aahhh” sound in their name. Try it. Here are a few: God, Buddha, Gaia, Allah, Yahweh, Inanna,
Shiva, Shakti, Ram, Jehovah, Atman, Abba.
Try tuning into the’’Ah’’ breath at bedtime:
make the sound Ah as you breathe out.
Now, let a big breath come in. Notice your
belly rising? Now make a big sound from
your big belly—Aaahhhh.” And repeat, for
10 slow, symphonic breaths.
What does this have to do with you honoring
your body’s fatigue signals at the end of
the day?
With the “Ah” breath,your exhale deepens.
you breathe out the day’s tensions and
micro stresses. If you’re tired, you get in
touch with honest fatigue. When you are
not resisting, fatigue is delicious. You can
literally breathe your nerves into a relaxation
response.

An Aromatic Love Affair
I love to use therapeutic-grade essential oils in my early-to-bed routine. The clean, potent plant
aromas shift my mind by altering my emotions and enhancing my biochemistry. I rub almond oil
scented with lavender essential oil on my feet and the back of my neck when I want something light
and airy. I use cedarwood or clarysage when my mind is light and airy and I want to weigh it down for
sleep.
While I’m at it, I may rub clary sage over my ovaries, eucalyp- tus over my lungs, or, if I have sore
muscles, I’ll use a rosemary/blackpepper blend. I dilute the essential oils with a base oil like almond,
sesame, or olive oil. More important than the details is the concept—I have an aro- matic love affair
with my body and my senses before bed. The essential oils induce theta brain wave states and deep

relaxation,15 setting the tone for deep rebuilding and repair overnight.
Essential oils work for me. This, or other conscious, body-loving, self-care routines, will work for you. The
important practice is the investigation. What evening ritual gives you the deepest rest at this phase in your
life? A bath? A walk? Restorative yoga? Meditation? Quiet contemplation? Journaling? Spiritual reading?
What helps you reflect and clear out the day to prepare for deep, restful sleep?
To follow through, see your future activities in your mind’s eye. Visually walk yourself through a better
bedtime routine. You are building a deep reservoir of energy in yourself. Your immune system will
become more unified, strong, and stable. You’ll be less prone to stress, accidents, relationship drama,
and mindless decisions.
Be brutally honest with yourself because brutal honesty—or subtle transparency—is how consciousness
works. If the universe of you is working great, you’ll have insights into how to make it work even better.
If it’s not working, you will know why. Follow these habits until you know what works for how you want
to feel.

Rules, Rigidity and Flexibility
Do you need to go to bed by 10 p.m. every night? This depends on your health, your age, your goals,
your desires. At certain phases in your life, that guideline may serve you. At other phases in your life,
it may be impossible. Instead of setting yourself up for failure, see your daily habits in a larger context.
And don’t get hung up on making rules or promises that you can’t keep.
I, like most, don’t do well with rigid rules. If there is a rule, I break it just to challenge authority. But over
time, I have learned it’s wiser to conform to nature’s rules, at least most of the time. Nature’s rules
are ever-present and universal. You can’t be sepa- rated from that out of which you arose. Yet, you can
choose to make life better or worse for yourself. We are all free to choose exhaustion and overwhelm,
again and again.
Take a moment and reflect—what is the middle road for you right now? What is a moderate bedtime?
And how often can you break your moderate rule to live on the wild side and still be on track for your

body thrive goals? Oscar Wilde nailed it with, “Everything in moderation including moderation.” For
my ojas-building, early-to- bed routine, moderation for me requires that I turn my switch off between 9
and 10 p.m. about six nights a week.
I’ve been dialing my bedtime back slowly over the years. Sometimes, particularly when I’m hitting a
deadline or a big swell hits the shore, I dial bedtime back to 8:30 p.m. and rising to 4:30 a.m. Seriously.
The more dynamic and compelling you want your life to become, the simpler your routines should be.
When I’m at an evening event, on holiday or at a big social gathering, I’ll stay up later to connect. Then
immediately after, I’ll dial back into strict routines that meet my body’s needs and long-term goals.

Early to Bed Identity Evolution
If you’re a night owl, you may convince yourself that this is just how you are—you can’t change, and
you don’t want to change. But have you seen the research? Night owls exercise less.16 Night owls
are notably more dangerous drivers.17 Night owls drink and smoke more.18 Other studies show that
night owls are at greater risk of depression and experience worse sleep and more tiredness during
the day—an experience researchers likened to a chronic form of jet lag.19 Chronic jet lag? No, thank
you.
Is your sleep pattern responsible for a muffin-top of ugly fat stor- age and interrupted sleep? We need
cortisol to handle emergencies, but not for reacting to email after 9 p.m. When cortisol is aligned to
circadian rhythm, it peaks around 8:30 a.m., when you’re get- ting fired up for action. By midnight, when
you should be dropping into a deep sleep cycle, cortisol hits its low point. To balance corti- sol in your
circadian rhythm, you need to wind bedtime back and insert calming practices. Mess with your cortisol
and risk acquir- ing a muffin-top—as we now know that increased levels of cortisol lead to ugly fat
deposits, particularly around the waist.
The problem is, if you’re like most night owls, you prefer to be a night owl rather than a bright-eyed and
bushy-tailed morning person. Your persona, or ahamkara, is identified with your night- owlness, and
those morning people are boring and not touch with the mystery of the night. I get it.
What keeps most night owls perpetuating their pattern is their self-identify with being night owls,
consciously or subconsciously. They see it as a way to air their independence, adultness, creativity, or
rebellious nature. Saints, sages, and Goody-Two-Shoes turn in early—artists and rebels revel into the
wee hours.
A secret to shifting your habits is to update your identity in line with the next phase of what you want for
yourself. Maybe you need to update your story of who goes to bed early. Successful people go to bed
early. Healthy people go to bed early. See yourself as a successful, healthy person. Shift your identity to
line up with your evolving goals for yourself. To do this, construct an updated iden- tity for yourself.
To get clear on what needs to shift in your identity to turbo- charge your better habits, fill out the
Identity Evolving Worksheet in your Thrive for Life workbook.
Once you are clear on your new identity, seek out comrades who also go to bed early. Let an
early-bird buddy or two know your intentions. Ask for encouragement and guidance. Strengthen who you
are by cultivating a tribe of like-minded action-takers who will rub off on you.

End

